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Introduction

Government initiatives in encouraging
investment for preservation of fruit
and vegetables as a part of cold chain
development and the substantial subsidies
provided have resulted in a sudden spurt
in cold storage construction. In order
to improve the traditional methods of
designing and executing cold storage
projects, and also for bringing about
uniformity in designs, standards are being
formulated, and this has resulted in many
controversies and debates between what
has been followed traditionally and what
is suggested in the new guidelines.
Potato cold storages working with
ammonia refrigerant traditionally use
ceiling coils popularly known as bunker
coils as evaporators for cooling the
produce, and the use of bunker coils is
claimed to consume less energy without
sacrificing the quality of the stored
produce, compared to forced draft air
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coolers currently being recommended.
The article in t h e Cold Chain
supplement of I SH RAE Journal reprinted in
the July- September 2011 issue on Forced
Draft Air Coolers has further prompted me
to write this article, since the air cooler
is the most important component of the
refrigeration system and is currently a hot
topic for discussion.
The above article explains that
the selection of proper Temperature
Difference (TD) is important and many
manufacturers interpret it differently. In
the pre-concluding paragraph it states, "It
is much easier to compare the essentials
of unit coolers such as surface area, air
volume and fin spacing".
In my opinion, the term surface area
also needs to be clearly understood and
it is not necessary that a manufacturer
offering a higher surface area may have a
more efficient cooler.
The question then is, what is meant

by surface area? Is it the secondary area,
meaning fin surface area? Is it the effective
area involved in heat transfer? Is it the
face area of the coil? Or is it the primary
surface area of the tube through which the
refrigerant flows?
I, therefore, thought it appropriate
to revisit the basics, particularly with
reference to surface area and compare
the designs, merits and demerits of forced
draft air coolers vis-a-vis ceiling bunker
coils.
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Forced Draft Air Coolers or Bunker Coils for Cold Storages
8. Cost of air cooler vs. ceiling coils is debatable and needs to
be analyzed on a case to case basis.
The current cold storages use ceiling coils, many of which
perform poorly because of the following deficiencies:
1. These are generally fabricated at site by lay persons and the
refrigerant circuiting is, therefore, not properly designed
leading to higher pressure drop in the coil, lower suction
pressures, compressor operatinginefficiently and increasing
power consumption.
2. Oil accumulates in the coil and is not drained frequently,
again leading to lower compressor suction pressure and
higher power consumption.
3. Lower suction pressure leads to frost formation on the coils,
reducing its heat transfer capability.
4. As the load reduces, suction pressure drops leading to higher
power consumption and frost build up. Both these can be
prevented if an evaporator pressure regulator is installed to
maintain constant evaporating pressure irrespective of load.
All these disadvantages can easily be taken care of by using
liquid ammonia pump circulation system, but at the cost of
additional pumping power.

When we compare air coolers and ceiling colls,
we can conclude:

1. For produce that does not deteriorate with a slow cooling
rate over a period of approximately 20 days, bunker/ ceiling
coils using ammonia refrigerant can give equally good
performance and save considerable power and installed
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refrigeration capacity.
2. For product requiring storage above 2 ° C i.e. positive
temperature where chances of coil accumulating frost are
minimal, ceiling coils can be used effectively.
Considering the above, we conclude that bunker/ ceiling coils
can be a viable, efficient and power saving alternative to forced
draft air coolers for certain products like potatoes.
More studies are needed to capture actual data from runr:iing
plants with accurate instrumentation and independent inspecting
agencies to arrive at realistic values. All other parameters such
as type of insulation, location, method of stocking the produce,
quality of produce after storage etc., need to be maintained
identical.
Since more than 85% cold storages in India are potato storages,
it would be worthwhile to carry out a detailed analysis to come
to proper conclusions. Potatoes being a low cost commodity
and the common man's staple food, it is important that modern
technologies insisted upon do not increase the end product cost
and be affordable to the cold storage owner as well as the consumer.
This article is based on my own analysis and study and I would
welcome feedback.
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